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Complete your Simian Mobile Disco collection. Over one million legal MP3 tracks available at Juno
Download. It is their first album since 's Live to be released on Wichita Recordings. The nine-track album,
featuring "Staring At All This Handle", "Remember In Reverse" along with seven brand new tracks, will come
with a bonus mixed version. Simian Mobile Disco - Synthesise Lyrics. In January , they announced on their
Myspace page that a new album would be released in  Towards the end of the year the duo began a monthly
residency on NTS Radio [13]. Simian Mobile Disco. Beth Ditto delivers lightness on this track by dancefloor
wonders Simian Mobile Disco, giving us an honest, modern love song that we can sing to our prospective
lovers from the side of the dancefloor. It was released in the United Kingdom on 17 August. The album was
preceded by mix compilations in April for the "Bugged Out" series. You look like someone who appreciates
good music. A planned performance in London went ahead with the proceeds going to amyloidosis research.
Simian Mobile Disco are an English electronic music duo and production team,. Simian Mobile Disco -
Synthesise. The album was recorded in collaboration with The Deep Throat Choir, who will join the band for
the initial tour dates. Shaw has released several solo EPs on the band's Delicacies label and will release a solo
album in  Do yourself a favor and watch in full screen. Listen to all your favourite artists on any device for
free or try the Premium trial. The band are expected to make a return to touring sometime in  Early history[
edit ] Simian Mobile Disco originally formed as a DJ duo, on the side of their early four-piece band Simian.
The pair' s earlier " old- skool party music" underpins 10, Horses Can' t Be Wrong and Synthesise, but the
album has a more. They released a new track, " Synthesise", on 12 February, through a music video. As of
July, two of these singles have been released. The first single on Delicacies was set to be released in late May,
both physically and then digitally. Synthesise - 4. Sleep Deprivation 2. Synthesise is one of our favorite music
videos by an electronic artist which usually suck serious balls. So go follow someone! Listen to Temporary
Pleasure now. In a statement announcing the album, Shaw comments: "Listening to them moving their voices
around a tone, altering the timbre, making chords, was like working with an incredible new synthesiser.


